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Abstract. The article describes a background and some steps in the implementation of an industrial solution to build manageable mesh overlay network on top of a complete or partially non-manageable underlay network. The overlay network has (or may have) some features from the software defined networks world. We call this solution as SD-WAN Lite to highlight that this solution is not (and will not be in a visible future) a complete SD-WAN solution.
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Introduction

In this article, we use the following agreement on terms:
BGP – Border gateway protocol. The routing protocol and software suite;
OSPF – Open Shortest Path First. The routing protocol and software suite;
HUB – a network node which accepts initial data connections and plays the major role in the routing process;
SPOKE – a network node which initiates data connections;
CONTROLLER – a network node which authorizes other nodes in the network, forms and deploys the node configuration;
IPSec – a method and a protocol set to establish encrypted data connections;
GRE – a generic router encapsulation protocol;
mGRE – a multi-point GRE tunnel;
DM VPN – a method to establish an overlay network with the use of mGRE tunnels, IPSec and some routing engines on the top of mGRE tunnels. DM VPN operates with at least one HUB and one or more SPOKEs;
SDN – software defined networks;
SD-WAN – a kind of methods to establish an overlay network through classical networks (non SDN) with some features taken from SDN;
TE – traffic engineering. A set of methods to manage traffic flows in the network;
VPN – Virtual private network;
NHRP – Next hop resolution protocol;
NAT – Native address translation;
NBMA – Non broadcasting multiply access networks.

The article describes a concept of the solution of the task how to establish a manageable overlay network on the top of non-manageable public IP networks and methods to provide security and TE in such networks.

1. Common Requirements for SD-WAN Lite Solution and Design Stages

At the first stage of the project, we analyzed some trends, existing and announced solutions in the target area. As a result, we have formed some mandatory requirements for implementation. The solution shall:

– be simple in configuration;
– provide a zero touch (or near to zero touch) deploy;
– provide a fault tolerant overlay network configuration;
– establish a mesh network (as HUB-SPOKE connections as well as SPOKE-SPOKE connections) without manual intervention;
– have automatic exchange of routing information;
– support one or two links to the controller and (or) HUBs. The configuration with two links must support a hot link backup;
– support secured data connections and transfer only;
– be able to manage traffic flows between nodes (to find best path, to have backups, to be able to do traffic engineering).

The second stage of the project included search and analysis for existing technologies and methods which can be used in the solution as a proof of concepts, partially or completely. Priority was provided for standard and widely used technologies which have open source implementations at this step. We assumed that the last thing can reduce time and required resources to implement the final solution.
During the second stage, we selected two technologies to use in the final solution:

- DM VPN as a primary method to establish the overlay network and to secure data [3].
- OSPF as the primary routing method because it has traffic engineering features inside.

The selected things match common requirements and allow to establish the secured mesh overlay network on top of the common IP network.

As we may remark, such a secured mesh network is the same as VPN.

The selected things defined a typical solution topology. It includes at least one controller, two or more HUBs and at least one SPOKE. The controller processes SPOKE and HUB requests, authorizes requests, helps to select a reliable access method and data, verify the right LAN network assignment and deploy the result settings to SPOKEs and HUBs. HUB acts as a key point in a virtual private network organization and routing and as a part of traffic engineering process in the future. SPOKE initiates VPN organization, acts as a source for routing and traffic engineering data.

2. **DM VPN Overview**

Why is DM VPN selected as a basement for SD-WAN Lite solution?

DM VPN is the technology to establish secured VPN over public IP networks such as the Internet.

DM VPN relies on three proven, widely used and standard technologies:

1. The Next Hop Resolution Protocol (NHRP); it creates a distributed (NHRP) mapping database of all the spoke tunnels to real (public interface) addresses [1, 2].
2. The multi-point GRE Tunnel Interface – a single GRE interface to support multiple GRE tunnels.
3. IPSec; it secures data through GRE tunnels.

To simplify and automate the routing management, DM VPN also uses a dynamic routing service like OSPF or BGP.

DM VPN operates with two types of nodes:

- HUB, which represents a central office or a cloud service and controls all VPN connections;
- SPOKE, which represents a branch office and establishes a connection with the central office and (may be) another branches.

DM VPN can implement as star (all traffic in VPN goes through HUB) as well as full mesh (the traffic goes between branches) topologies.

It is possible to prohibit spoke-to-spoke communications by firewall or advanced routing rules in the star topology. This case may be useful to meet different enterprise requirements.
Mesh topology allows to unload hub channels, to reduce the hub load and to reduce the spoke-to-spoke delay.
Spokes may have statically or dynamically assigned IP address, may be behind NAT\(^1\).
The hub must have a reachable IP address and must not be behind NAT\(^2\).
The hub may be addressed through FQDN (Full Qualified Domain Name). In case of FQDN addressing, the use of dynamically assigned IP addresses is allowed with understanding and agreement about service interruption when Hub address changes.

2.1. DM VPN Components. NHRP

NHRP provides registration, resolution and redirect services [1, 2].

NHRP registration:
- a spoke dynamically registers its mapping with NHS;
- supports spokes with dynamic NBMA addresses or NAT.

NHRP resolutions and redirects:
- support building dynamic spoke-to-hub and spoke-to-spoke tunnels;
- create star or full-mesh overlay network topology.

2.2. DM VPN Components. Multi-point GRE Tunnel

It provides single tunnel interface and NHRP source. Single tunnel interface (multi-point):
- a Non-Broadcast Multi-Access (NBMA) network;
- a smaller hub configuration;
- a multicast and broadcast support;
- a dynamic tunnel destination.

Next Hop Resolution Protocol (NHRP):
- VPN IP-to-NBMA IP address mapping;
- short-cut forwarding;
- direct support for dynamic addresses and NAT.

\(^1\)Some types of NAT or NAT settings may prohibit DM VPN Spoke functionality.
\(^2\)The hub may be behind properly configured NAT with multi-point GRE and IPSec bypassing
2.3. DM VPN Components. IPSec

DM VPN builds out a dynamic tunnel overlay network.
IPSec is triggered through “tunnel protection” and works together with NHRP:
- NHRP triggers IPSec before installing new mappings;
- IPSec notifies NHRP when the encryption is ready;
- NHRP installs mappings and sends registration if needed;
- NHRP and IPSec notify each other when a mapping or service assurance is cleared.

2.4. DM VPN Components. Dynamic Routing

The dynamic routing service such as BGP or OSPF is used to establish automatically right routing rules to Hub and every Spoke.
Each available routing service has its own advantages:
- OSPF requires a bit less configuration in simple cases. It allows to use traffic engineering features.
- BGP provides less delay for the overlay network reconfiguration and routing exchange.

2.5. Major Features

DM VPN offers a configuration reduction and no-touch deployment:
- it supports IP Unicast, IP Multicast and dynamic routing protocols;
- it supports remote peers with dynamically assigned addresses;
- it supports spoke routers behind the dynamic NAT and hub routers behind the static NAT.

It has open source NHRP implementation for Linux-based system (OpenNHRP and port of OpenNHRP for Quagga) \(^3\).
Dynamic spoke-to-spoke tunnels for scaling partial- or full-mesh VPNs use IPsec encryption to secure data.

2.6. Typical DM VPN Use Cases [3]

Controlled corporate extranet network.
Star topology. Spoke-to-spoke communications are prohibited (or controlled) by firewall or routing rules.

Meshed corporate network.
Meshed topology. Spoke-to-spoke communications are allowed to reduce latency and hub load.

DM VPN as the backup for a MPLS network.
Meshed topology. Spoke-to-spoke communications are allowed to reduce latency and hub load. DM VPN is used only when the primary MPLS network is down.

\(^3\) Both implementations do not support authentication and NBMA.
3. Traffic Engineering Elements in the Solution

BGP does not have TE elements and was rejected as routing engine for solution. In case of OSPF, some trivial traffic engineering elements exist ‘out of box’:

- best path selection;
- route injection;
- interface cost and priority [7];
- route (HUB) metrics;
- different areas.

Also, OSPF has more TE elements like bandwidth and delay based to implement more reliable traffic management in the future [4]-[6]. Such a development must be based on a non-manageable entity of an underlay network and on a big delays/slow feedback between nodes in an overlay network. We think that this area mostly requires statistical methods and is perspective for further study.

As a result of development, we have got solution (software) which is based on Linux, implements DM VPN as primary overlay method and OSPF as primary routing method.

3.1. DM VPN Implementation Details and Limitations in SD WAN Lite

Current solution provides:

- simplified (few steps) configuration;
- Hub and Spoke functionality out of the box;
- PSK protected IPSec tunnels;
- OSPF or BGP routing over the overlay network. Routing does not require any special configuration.

At the same time, we have some limitations:

- we support only dual hub configuration for fault-tolerance;
- we have compatibility with CISCO Hub and Spoke only. Another vendor Hub and Spoke compatibility with OSPF has not been tested yet.

3.2. SD WAN Lite Implementation Background

To get the solution, we used some existing software like Linux kernel as OS basement, Quagga as BGP and OSPF routing daemon, OpenNHRP port to Quagga as NHRP daemon; StrongSWAN as IPSec management daemon.

In the development process, we encountered some issues in Linux-based DM VPN implementation:
1. Multicast packets could not forward through the mGRE tunnel in Linux. It disallows to run OSPF through mGRE tunnels.

2. NHRP implementation does not support Cisco-style authentication.

3. NHRP implementation works only with host networks (/32 or /128).

4. OSPF implementation in Quagga cannot run over unconnected networks (Through /32 networks. According to the RFCs). It disallows the distribution of OSPF hello and update packets through mGRE tunnels.

We have made some patches for Quagga OSPF and NHRP daemons to resolve this issues.

For example, we implemented Cisco-style authentication for Quagga NHRP (issue 2) and made patch to Quagga OSPF to allow working through interfaces with /32 (for Ipv4) and /128 (for Ipv6) masks (issue 4).

To complete OSPF support in DM VPN, we rewrote tunnel support in Linux kernel to fix multicast packet transfer through multipoint tunnels (issue 1).

The patch code does lookup in routing and neighbor tables to find valid outer address for every multi-point tunnel endpoints and to send a fixed copy of the original packet with a discovered outer address to every endpoint.

### 3.3. DM VPN Cons as a Method to Build an Overlay Network

As DM VPN has its own pros, as well as its own cons. And the main con is a trouble (up to full impossibility) to traverse some NAT and firewalls.

E.g. it will not work in case when IPSec is prohibited by carrier or will have troubles in mesh topology for SPOKE with low traffic.

To overcome this issue, we must add a component which meets the next requirements:

- it is able to traverse most of NAT types and firewalls;
- it is able to provide similar security for data transfer as IPSec;
- it is able to run the same routing engine as DM VPN part.

### 3.4. Alternative to DM VPN Method to Build Overlay Networks

We have found that OpenVPN in TCP mode can be successfully used to traverse most of firewalls and NATs which are not traversal by DM VPN (especially with using port 443).

OpenVPN provides strong encrypted connections and security for data transfer through these connections is similar to IPSec.

OpenVPN can be used with OSPF or BGP as an overlay routing engine.

Depending on these facts, OpenVPN can be used as the second method to establish an overlay network in SD-WAN Lite solution in addition to DM VPN.

The OpenVPN place in the solution:

- when SPOKE sends a registration request to the controller, it reports properties of SPOKE Internet connections;
– the controller checks which connections do not have a real IP address and (or) exist behind the NAT;
– after checking, the controller assigns to use DM VPN and starts to measure connection time. If SPOKE does not establish DM VPN connection in some time, it requests HUB again and gets settings to establish OpenVPN connection as the last resort.

3.5. A Big Fat Con Against OpenVPN Method
The use of OpenVPN implements the standard star-like topology between HUB and SPOKE and reduces an area for any kinds of traffic engineering.

We have spoke about CONTROLLER above. Let us explain place and role for CONTROLLER in the solution below.

CONTROLLER has relations with HUB(s) as well as with SPOKE(s). Such relations may be represented as charts.

3.5.1. HUB-Controller Interactions Chart
– HUB sends registration requests to the controller;
– the controller validates requests, forms and deploys HUB configuration;
– HUB reports traffic and routing properties to the controller;
– the controller forms management actions for HUB (affects QoS and routing).

3.5.2. SPOKE-Controller Iterations Chart
– SPOKE sends registration requests to the controller;
– the controller validates requests, forms and deploys SPOKE configuration;
– SPOKE reports link, traffic and routing properties to the controller;
– the controller forms management actions for SPOKE (affects QoS and routing. For example, through the interface cost and (or) TE metrics);
– the controller forms management actions for HUB (affects routing).

3.5.3. Base Solution Security
Initial transactions between a SPOKE candidate and the controller and a HUB candidate and the controller go encrypted over HTTPS with the mandatory certificate validation.

All transactions and data transfer between HUB and SPOKE and SPOKE and SPOKE go over IPSec encrypted tunnels or OpenVPN encrypted tunnels.

Security key points are:
– a key to access the controller;
– passphrases and (or) certificates which are deployed from the controller;
- NHRP secrets which are deployed from the controller;
- a root certificate which is used to sign the controller certificate and which must be kept in every HUB and SPOKE.

Physical access to any device provides ability to stole the root certificate, implements MITM attack and obtain any credentials to connect a rogue device in the network and provides some destructive actions in a future.

3.6. Security Enhancement

To improve security, the controller will change and redistribute secrets, passphrases and (or) node certificates by some algorithm (for example, by schedule).

To minimize losses in case of a rogue device, the solution must have:

- a feature to divide SPOKEs to “trusted” and “untrusted”. Only trusted SPOKEs can establish meshed connections, can have full routing updates, can submit traffic engineering data, can be involved in the certificate and credentials exchanging process. Untrusted SPOKEs can only establish SPOKE-to-HUB connections, can have aggregated routes only to minimize a potential destructive effect. Their data will be ignored in traffic engineering and management processes. SPOKE state exchange is performed manually;
- a feature to upload a new root certificate to all nodes and to regenerate any inherited certificates;
- a set of features to detect possible rogue SPOKEs;
- a feature to allow console/WebUI access to SPOKE after the central user authentication (for example, against RADIUS server in the controller). Some failed logins will mark SPOKE as a possible rogue device;
- route announce validation. We assume that non-rogue SPOKE will announce non-overlapped networks and this network set will be stable in the time, will not try to forward any kind of traffic through the device, will not try to establish ‘strange’ routes.

4. Conclusion

When writing the article, we have got a proof of the concept for SD-WAN Lite solution where:

- the complete Cisco-style DM VPN solution is working and well tested;
- the Open VPN TCP mode part is working and well tested;
- OSPF-based routing with some trivial traffic engineering elements is working;
- the proof of the concept for the solution controller is obtained.
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Аннотация. В статье описываются предпосылки и некоторые этапы реализации промышленного решения по построению управляемой ячеистой оверлейной сети поверх полностью или частично неуправляемой опорной сети. Оверлейная сеть имеет (или может иметь) некоторые функции из мира программно-определяемых сетей. Мы называем это решение SD-WAN Lite, чтобы подчеркнуть, что это решение не является (и не будет в обозримом будущем) полным SD-WAN решением.
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